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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Mystery Author Digger Cartwright Announces 

#QuestionsPeopleAsk Series in 2014  

Orlando, FL, September 2, 2014-The office of mystery 

novelist Digger Cartwright has announced the ongoing release 

of Mr. Cartwright’s #QuestionsPeopleAsk series.  The series 

features questions Mr. Cartwright is asked regularly along 

with questions he has for his fans and the general public.  

  

Mr. Cartwright hopes the use of the hashtag 

#questionspeopleask will generate interest in topics from 

writing to WWE to charities to politics. He encourages people 

to ask their own questions or answer the ones asked by him.  

 

The questions will be released regularly on Mr. 

Cartwright’s Twitter handles @mysterydigger and 

@wwebestdressed as well as his Facebook and LinkedIn 

profiles.    

 

About Mr. Cartwright— Digger Cartwright is the author of 

several mystery stories, teleplays, and novels including The 

Versailles Conspiracy, a modern day political thriller, 

Murder at the Ocean Forest, a traditional mystery novel set 

in the 1940s, The House of Dark Shadows, a psychological 

thriller, and The Maynwarings: A Game of Chance, a mystery 

set in the Old West.  His latest book, Conversations on the 

Bench, is an inspirational/motivational novel.  His books are 

available in hardback, paperback, and e-book format through 

his website, www.DiggerCartwright.com, on-line booksellers 

and bookstores.       

   

Mr. Cartwright has contributed to a number of articles 

on a wide range of financial, strategic planning, and policy 

topics.  He frequently contributes articles, commentaries, 

and editorials focusing on current economic and political 

topics for the private think tank, Thinking Outside the Boxe.  

  

http://www.diggercartwright.com/
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Mr. Cartwright is an enthusiastic supporter of local no-

kill animal shelters, the Wounded Warrior Project, and local 

Meals on Wheels programs.  

 

He enjoys golf, participating in charity golf 

tournaments, and attending WWE events.  He divides his time 

between Washington, D.C., South Carolina, and Florida.        

 

Press Contact:   

Executive Assistant to Mr. Cartwright 

Telephone:  888-666-1036 

Website:  http://www.DiggerCartwright.com  

Facebook:  http://www.facebook.com/DiggerCartwright 

Twitter:  @mysterydigger 
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